Assessment of the Norway spruce plantation growth on a mountain forest site disturbed by windrowing and ameliorated by green alder
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Mechanized windrowing in the top region of the Orlické hory Mts. has disturbed hundreds of hectares of immission clearcuts during eighties. The soil surface on the Velká Deštná Mountain was disturbed in 1987. One year later the Forest Research Station at Opočno established on this place the long-term research plot. Degree and extent of soil surface disturbance were recorded. Besides other experiments, the experimental Norway spruce plantation was established on three strips: control strip, strip treated by fertilizers or limestone (1991), and strip ameliorated by Alnus viridis plantation (1992). The effect of site degradation by mechanized windrowing has been indicated by young spruce growth for a long time period. The assessment of 17 years old spruce growth on the control strip shows significantly greater height increment on negligibly disturbed sites comparing to that on remarkably and very remarkably disturbed sites. Amelioration of spruce trees brings perspective outcomes on the strip biologically amended by Alnus viridis. High atmospheric depositions especially of nitrogen compounds, fungal disease by Ascocalyx abietina, climatic fluctuations, and high values of ground-level ozone have brought new problems into spruce plantation performance since 1999. Nevertheless, it has been more substantially reduced by green alder.
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Introduction and problems outline

Mechanized windrowing in the top region of the Orlické hory Mts. has disturbed hundreds of hectares of immission clearcuts during eighties. The soil surface on the Velká Deštná Mountain was disturbed in 1987. One year later the Forest Research Station at Opočno established on this place the long-term research plot. Degree and extent of soil surface disturbance were charted and registered by Šach, Podrázský (1994). Removal of a great part of the forest floor and organomineral horizon A-horizon into windrows was notably serious. It was displaced as much as 200 cubic meters of topsoil from one hectare. Content and supply of organic matter in topsoil were also decreased. Besides other experiments, the Norway spruce plantation was established on three strips in 1991–1992: control strip, strip treated by fertilizers or limestone (1991), and strip ameliorated by green alder plantation (1992). As the review of works on green alder by Šach, Černohous (2009) documented, attention in Europe was paid to growth and functioning of green alder communities at timber line. The ameliorative and site-reclamation potential of green alder was pursued especially in Canada, USA and New Zealand. In national conditions, the green alder was used for afforestation and stabilization of extensive landslides in the Jeseníky Mts. (Czech Republic) and for
stabilization of pastures in the Slovenské rudohorie Mts. (Slovak Republic).

According to the Czech legislation, the green alder belongs to ameliorative and stabilization tree species. Green alder is recommended as a tree species ameliorating sites where the forest soil was degraded in consequence of lost topsoil, i.e. loss of LFH and A-horizons. Its ameliorative function like early successive pioneer tree species is attractive to use in the Czech Republic on sites prepared by bulldozer (e.g. Krušné hory Mts.) and likewise on sites intensively prepared by slashraker. The slashraker is able to remove forest topsoil (LFH, possibly also A-horizon) in various extension and intensity. It is possible to use green alder on immission clear-cuts, though not on sites with preserved profile of forest topsoil (Podrázský et al. 2005, Kuneš et al. 2011).

Therefore, the resulting aim of our paper is to assess the influence of biological amelioration by green alder on spruce plantation growing on a mountain site disturbed by slashraker windrowing.

**Material and methods**

**Research object establishment**

To address amelioration problems on sites with disturbed and displaced topsoil (Šach, Černohous 2000a), the experimental research areas were established in the summit part of the Orlické hory Mts. The study of mentioned unfavourable affects of mechanized windrowing was pursued in the region of the Mount Velká Deštná on the site with extreme immission-ecotope conditions. Some characteristics of the site and its degradation were brought in more detail by Šach, Podrázský (1992) and Šach (1994).

The experimental plots are situated at an altitude of 1060–1110 m above sea level and at time its establishment inside of A-zone of exposure to immission (forest lands with forest stands extremely loaded by immission, where injury of a mature spruce stand increases by one degree during five years). Aspect of the area is north-western, windward to the main immission flux routing. Its slope inclination grows progressively from 7% to 19%. The forest site is represented by mountain ash-spruce stands with blueberry type in top sloping location (8Z2). It is situated on strongly distinct humus podzol, loamy-sand, very stony; underlying rock represents migmatized orthogneiss. Precipitations exceed 1200 mm per annum and mean annual air temperature is ca 4 °C.

**Management activities**

The previous 160-year-old spruce stand, severely damaged by air pollution, was harvested in 1986. The logging waste was windrowed by slashraker into the windrows in 1987. The slashraker displaced 199 m³.ha⁻¹ surface soil into the windrows. Disturbance of land surface (Šach, Podrázský 1992, Šach 1994) was as follows: windrowes (13%), soil surface undisturbed visually (28%), ground cover disturbed but kept on place (43%), ground cover (forest floor plus low vegetation) mixed with mineral soil, shallow rills (7%), ground cover removed, mineral soil exposed, deep rills (9%). Foresters established *Pinus mugo* operation plantation in 1988–1989.

**Research programmes**

The experiment has run on three downward sloping strips bounded by windrows (see illustrative scheme on the Fig. 1). Forest researchers established *Picea abies* and *Alnus viridis* experimental plantation in 1991–1992. The whole research area sized ca 1 ha was fenced in 1993. Each of three mentioned strips represented the separate research programme. The programme I (on the strip I) included pursuance of an influence of different nutrition of spruce transplants in the forest nursery on the plant survival, growth and plant performance after outplanting. The programme I simultaneously performed a control programme for the programmes II and III. The programme II on the strip II served to verify available designs of spruce plantation fertilizing separately by urea, complex fertilizer cerrerit Z, bitter salt and liming into a planting hole with dolomitic limestone. The programme III on the strip III has tested the influence of an ameliorative tree species *Alnus viridis* (also named as *Alnus crispa* or *Alnus sinuata*) on survival, growth and performance of target tree species *Picea abies*. On the whole research area, influence of the previously mentioned four degree of land surface disturbance on survival, growth and performance of spruce plantation has been examined. Extent (percentage) of separate disturbance degree was derived from number of spruce plants outplanted on single degree of disturbed area in relation to all spruce plants (spot method).

The programme on strip III consisted of three square subplots (400 m²) that were arranged
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Experimental Design and Planning Pilot Research Programmes

Research plot scheme (subplots ca 10 × 10 m)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>III</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D_I</td>
<td>A_I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: Partial research plot scheme of the research object Velká Deštná Mountain in the Orlické hory Mts. Biological amelioration of Norway spruce by green alder on the strip III is bounded by double line. Compared partial spruce plots without amelioration by green alder are on the control strip I bounded by heavy line.

in down-hill direction and separated from each other by 20 m wide buffer belts. Each of the plots was 400 m² sized. Along contours the plots were separated by belts 20 m wide. 3500 spruce out-plants and 3500 alder ones per ha were mixed in alternating downward tree lines. The control plot with the same spruce outplanting was located on the strip I but without alder tree line admixture. Five-year-old (3 + 2) bare-rooted transplants of autochthonous provenance were put in planting holes. Alders were containerized, one year old. The alder ameliorative effect was assessed using measure of spruce tree heights and height increments in time series 17 years long. Only in the first decade after outplanting, the spruce Basal stem diameter was measured. Math-statistical data processing was done with help of Excel, Statgraphics and Unistat software (parametric one-way analysis of variance, least significant difference).

Results and discussion

Spruce plantation on the control plot without amelioration

The growth assessment of the spruce plantation on the control plot without amelioration in dependence on disturbance degree of topsoil implied that after seven years from outplanting a significant difference existed between mean height growth of spruce on the intact sites (0A) and sites very severely disturbed (IID) (Tab. 1). A more significant difference was recorded in 1999 for radial growth when mean spruce ground line diameter was significantly greater on sites less disturbed (0A, 0B and IC) than on sites very severely disturbed (IID).

Distinct differentiation of spruce height growth in dependence of disturbance degree (Fig. 2) happened already in the third year after outplanting (1995). On the graph, the equalization is further apparent of height increments among compared degrees of soil surface disturbance (1999). That time there was already a very strong epiphytotic blight of spruce by Ascocalyx abietina. The fungal disease afflicted shoots including terminal ones and it resulted in reduction of height increment. After the year 2000, the spruce height increment by degree of soil surface disturbance was again becoming more distinct. Concurrently with that, all spruce trees on the very severely disturbed soil surface (IID) died before the assessment in 2002. Nearly equalized and in time series practically minimal spruce height increments in 2004 on the less disturbed (0A, 0B and IC) sites were a consequence of low precipitation, high temperature fluctuation and extreme concentrations of ground-level ozone including its cumulative index AOT40 in 2003 (Sach, Černohous 2005a, b).
Spruce plantation on the plot with green alder amelioration

Favourable effect of green alder amelioration has already been reported in the mid-1990s (e.g. Jurásek 1996). The favourable trend in growth of spruce plantation ameliorated by green alder is validated in Tab. 2 and on Fig. 3. Green alder alleviated the differences in height and radial growth of spruce among the compared disturbance regimes (Tab. 2), whereas on the control plot without amelioration, these differences were clearly evident (Tab. 1). Biological amelioration favourably influenced especially the sites with a very severe topsoil disturbance. This can be clearly deduced from the comparison between the control and the ameliorated treatment (see Tab. 1 vs. Tab. 2).

Also results of foreign researches proves positive effects of green alder on reproduction, growth, and timber production of forest stand of economic tree species on forest soils degraded by whole-area mechanized site preparation with linear windrows. Ballard,
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Hawkes (1989) presented significantly greater height and height increment of eight-year-old plantation of *Picea glauca* among windrows on strips with green alder than on strips without green alder. Binkley et al. (1984) referred to young 23-year-old Douglas-fir stand. Its stocking and basal area were not significantly impacted by green alder advance growth, but mean breast height diameter, mean five-year basal-area increment and merchantable timber increment were greater by 13%, 33% and 40% respectively compared to Douglas-fir without green alder. Further information on soil conservative and ameliorative effects of green alder was analysed in the review by Šach, Černohous (2009).

Up to 1998, the positive effects of green alder were indicated by good health condition of spruce trees. The spruce showed efficient growth (without extreme high increments), hard-wearing and undistorted branching and richly green coloured needles.

---

**Tab. 2: Performance of spruce plantation separately by degree of soil surface disturbance due to mechanized windrowing with amelioration by *Alnus viridis***.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disturbance of soil surface</th>
<th>Plant height</th>
<th>Survival</th>
<th>Ground line diameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intact by disturbance – 0A – grass</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>42.6 a</td>
<td>126.4 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negligible disturbance – 0B – humus</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>39.9 ab</td>
<td>100.6 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>severe disturbance – IC</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>39.7 b</td>
<td>106.3 ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very severe disturbance – IID</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>37.6 b</td>
<td>106.8 ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>windrows</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same letters in columns denote non significant differences between variants at $\alpha = 0.05$.

---

**Fig. 3: Height increments of biologically amended spruce sorted by degree by degree of soil surface disturbance – 0A – intact, 0B – negligible, IC – severe, IID – very severe.**
Fig. 4: Height growth of spruce trees ameliorated by green alder with comparing to control without amelioration on a mountain forest site disturbed by mechanised windrowing (height increment of 1991 arose in a forest nursery).

Fig. 5: Height growth of spruce plantations without (bezAv) and with green alder amelioration (melAv) by category of soil disturbance – OA – intact, OB – negligible, IC – severe, IID – very severe.
Nevertheless, fungal disease by *Ascocalyx abietina* appeared also on the strip III ameliorated by green alder. In case of the ameliorated spruces, however, the fungal disease showed minor intensity and extension than in case of the spruce on reference plots of the control strip I. Also the recovery of shoots and needle foliage during growth season proceeded visually better than on the control strip I (Šach et al. 2000b). Consistently with our knowledge, also the foreign authors assessed influence of green alder on health status of outplanted economic tree species positively (see the review by Šach, Černohous 2009).

**Summary and conclusions**

In 1992, Norway spruce was planted on a site disturbed by mechanized windrowing using a slashraker within the Velká Deštná Mountain research area. Spruce trees were planted on partial control plots without amelioration located on the control strip II and on plots with concurrently established green alder treatment on the strip III referred to as biological amelioration. Both tree species were mixed in alternating lines. Trend of increment of Norway spruce linearly mixed with green alder has indicated long-run and sustainable effect of biological amelioration (Tab. 2 and Fig. 4).

As for the control plot without amelioration, spruce height growth seemed to be dependent indirectly on degree of topsoil disturbance. Significant differences particularly occurred on sites with slightly disturbed soil surface (degree 0A, 0B) and on sites with severe and very severe soil surface disturbance (degree IC, IID). Up to 1998, differences in height increment of spruce among particular degrees of soil surface disturbance increased (Fig. 2). On plot with green alder amelioration, the differences in height increment of spruce among various degrees of topsoil disturbance had been continuously alleviated (Fig. 3). This indicated a progress in recovering of soil production capability attributable to biological amelioration of the formerly windrowed sites using the mechanized slashraking.

After the outbreak of fungal (*Ascocalyx abietina*) disease accompanied by high air pollution deposition of nitrogen compounds, high concentration and accumulation of ground-level ozone and climatic fluctuations spruce trees were affected. The important changes such as growth trends and survival of spruce plants occurred. Topsoil disturbance degree after mechanized windrowing along with the above mentioned harmful impacts were more substantially mitigated by soil-improving green alder shrubs (Fig. 5). As for plots without amelioration, the only spruce treatment from intact site 0A (solid line) showed growth similar to spruce treatments ameliorated with green alder (dotted lines). Non-ameliorated spruces with disturbance degrees 0B and IC (solid lines) were by 1m lower at the end of investigation in 2009. On sites with disturbance degree IID, all the spruce trees without amelioration became extinct.

Results from the research area Velká Deštná in the Orlické hory Mts. are also of a big practical importance on the other sites that experienced linear windrowing of slash by bulldozers in the Krušné hory Mts. Therein the Mendel’s University in Brno has been performing investigation for a long time. On the basis of our results and suggestions, Vavříček et al. (2009) established further experimental investigation focusing on green alder in areas, where settled windrows were not spread out representing ca 60% of area where spreading out of windrows had been in progress up to the year of 2007 (Šach 2007).
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